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Welcome
to a job

We’re offering you the opportunity to
put yourself forward for a chance to
change the world

Our

AIME is a rebel with a cause.
Our cause is mentoring.

Mobilising university students across the globe to throw their
hand back and mentor disadvantaged kids out of inequality.
500,000 mentees will be in the
program globally by 2020.

We are

We are artists at AIME, writing, shaping, creating new worlds, challenging
est world orders, making magic, fueling imaginative fire… therefore every
image is a canvas, and we do a disservice to the artists that have led the
revolutions of human kind, if we don’t give artists the canvas for this ever so
critical movement against inequality.
From the kids themselves to the most iconic artists around the globe,
AIME is the home of the artistic revolution.
New York in the 70s, Paris in the 30s… welcome to AIME in
the 2000’s.

Our

We are the voice of blackness which is synonymous with
struggle and adversity AND also with the will to overcome and
succeed against the odds. For us as it is with the kids rising up,
we have to be able to imagine new worlds, so we can find our
way out of the struggle.
If we imagine the new worlds for long enough, we bend the
weight of the planet to create what we’ve imagined.
So we endeavour in every moment, in every breathe, to fuse the
real and the unreal.
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the gig...

The role of the Global Director of Alumni is to spur the thousands of people who we’ve had rich
interactions with, from all pockets of the planet, to pour their status, influence and story back into
the campfire, igniting a wildfire towards eradicating educational inequality and
creating the social network of the 21st century.
Full time offer, 12 month contract.
You can work remotely and be located anywhere in the world.

about the successful applicant...

You’ll be working with our partnering team and report to the Director of Partnering.
Preferred experience in alumni or ‘network’ based management.
You will need to be a communications and events strategist and understand the end to end
process for a membership / alumni based organisation.
We need you to work well with people and know how to get stuff done on time and on budget.
You possess people skills like no other, and great stakeholder management to
keep their agenda items high on the list.

if you...
See opportunities when others see problems,
Find unparalleled joy in others’ success,
Have an unrivalled work ethic that often amazes your peers,
Often use diplomacy to break rules - other times you don’t ,
And... you bring the funk to every occasion,
Then we reckon you could be the one for us, throw your hat in the ring
and we will see you on the other side of the application.

salary?

we want you to pitch it to us!

inc super

Oh, and check out these perks:

Extra Leave
5 days

3 days

1 day

Study & development leave

Cultural leave

Kindness leave

Grow yourself and rock out your own
development.

Engage with one of the cohorts of kids
AIME is working with and try and learn
more about the culture where these kids
are coming from.

You get a day to volunteer at another
charity. As if working with AIME isn’t
enough to fill up your heart!

Special Stuff
Apparel

Fluro Friday

You’ll get some sweet kit. You’ll
get to rock all this apparel for
free when you work with us.

CEO literally tells us on the last friday
of every month to go to the beach for a
surf during the day, go into nature, go
hiking, take time away from the computer screen and look after your mental
health.

Thankful Tuesdays

Salary Sacrifice

Every Tuesday we take a moment to practice our gratitude
thank people in our lives.

As you’ll be working for a
charity, you’ll effectively get
around $16k tax free.

... by the way did we mention you get to
change the world and be a part of history?

Head to

aimementoring.com/positions
and tell us why you want this gig

